
Blood clotting, serum halo 

rings, and the bloodstains on 

the Shroud of Turin
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Water 90%

Proteins 7-9%

Salts   0.9%

Sugar 0.1%

Urea 0.03 %

Plasma Composition



Difference between Plasma and Serum

Plasma Serum

Clotting

Serum = Plasma – Clotting factors



Blood clotting

Clot retraction

Serum exuded at edges

of clot
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Serum halo rings

indicate that clotted 

blood was transferred to 

the cloth
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Miller and Pellicori, “Ultraviolet fluorescence Photography of the 

Shroud of Turin”, J. Biological Photography, 49: 3, 1981
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Blood transfer



Blood transferred after clotting
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Blood transferred after clotting



White UV

Blood transferred after clotting



White UV

Serum

Halo

Blood transferred after clotting



0 min        10 min          20 min         30 min         40 min

Serum halo ring formation

Filter paper added to sample @

time indicated



White UV

Blood on skin transferred after clotting



White UV

Blood transferred directly



Direct transfer

Dropper

Chopstick

Fork

Cloth
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(Clot)



White UV

Blood transferred directly

Variation in angles

Variation in clotting time



Direct transfer

Post-clot

(vigorous stirring)

Control

(Clot)

Dried blood

(ground, rehydrated)



Serum halo rings were only observed

when clotted (whole) blood was transferred

Serum halo rings were not observed

when blood was directly transferred



Skin simulant (ballistics gel)



Blood transfer



Gelatin (collagen)

Connective tissue

(ground, hydrated)

Bone

(ground, hydrated)



Blood clotting

EDTA

Sodium Citrate (Na3C6H5O7)



Blood clotting

Many fruits contain 

Citric Acid (C6H8O7) 
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Ultraviolet light



Serum Stem Core Fruit
Pineapple





White UV

Blood + honey/alcohol mixture



White UV

Blood + lemon juice



Bilirubin and UV fluorescence



Human Serum

plus Bilirubin

- 50x  



Serum (UV)

WT rat       Gunn rat

WT mice    hUGT1 mice



“One cannot simply say that the blood 

images were painted on afterwards. 

One would need a constant supply of 

fresh clot exudates from a 

traumatically wounded human… and 

then finally paint a serum contraction 

ring about every wound. Logic 

suggests that this is not something a 

forger or artisan before the present 

century would not only know how to 

do, but even know that it was 

required.”

Alan Adler
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Bird of paradise 
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What if?

Blood + x

x is an 

oxidizing/reducing agent
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Summary

Serum halos were observed only

when clotted blood was transferred

Serum halos were not observed when

blood was directly transferred*

*Halos were seen in direct transfer when 

blood + additives was used

The presence of serum “halos” could be 

observed without uv light, but 

visibility was certainly enhanced by it 



Summary cont.

The action of an oxidizing/reducing agent

in the interpretation of protease treatment 

experiments was suggested for 

further thought 

It was noted that blood

is not the only source of bilirubin

Increased bilirubin in serum is associated

with enhanced uv fluorescence


